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QUESTION 1

Dreamscape Flowers recently launched three Experience Cloud sites for North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific
regions. The Community managers have installed the Salesforce Communities Management package and are getting
useful 

insights on adoption and engagement. 

During the Community managers\\' weekly meeting, the Community manager for Europe mentioned that the
preconfigured Insights reports cannot be used for their Experience Cloud site. 

What is the reason for this issue? 

A. The Community manager for Europe does not have System Administrator privileges. 

B. The preconfigured Insights reports need to be modified to meet GDPR requirements. 

C. The Experience Cloud site for Europe is not using Chatter which is needed to use the preconfigured Insights reports. 

D. The Experience Cloud site for Europe has more than a million users. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud Kicks (CK) is in the process of updating and retiring multiple Experience Cloud sites on its one org. 

What should CK consider before taking action as it inactivates and brings on new sites? 

A. Each org can have up to 100 Experience Cloud sites; preview sites don\\'t count toward that limit. 

B. Each org can have up to 100 Experience Cloud sites; preview sites count toward that limit but inactive sites do not. 

C. Each org can have up to 100 Experience Cloud sites; active, preview, and inactive sites all count toward that limit. 

D. Each org can have up to 100 Experience Cloud sites as long as they are active. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) is punning to create an HR help desk for Its employees. IT recommends using
Experience Cloud to build the HR help desk app Whet should NTO consider when building the MR help desk app? 

A. HR user profits is only available in Enterprise and Performance Editions with HR permission sat license. 

B. MR user profile is only available in Employee Cloud with Employee permission set license. 

C. The HR help desk app can centralize Chatter from all related active Experience Cloud sites in the org. 

D. The HR help desk app can centralize knowledge and self service in to one experience site. 



Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers is implementing a Partner Community. 

Which sharing setting would allow users to collaborate with their peers who work for the same partner firm, but not with
any users outside of their firm? 

A. Community User Visibility 

B. Chatter Group Member Visibility 

C. Site User Visibility 

D. Portal User Visibility 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

DreamHouse Realty (DR) recently created a site for potential buyers. DR has a rich knowledge base organized in data
categories and now plans to make those Knowledge articles available to site users. 

Which two steps does DR need to take in order to ensure that new articles show up in the site on an ongoing basis
without manual intervention? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Map articles to Content Topics. 

B. Map topics to data categories. 

C. Enable "Share on Sites" setting. 

D. Enable "Automate Topic Assignment" setting. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 6

Ursa Major Solar has a customer portal where both customers and employees can log in to view information about the
company. The marketing team has created a special design of their lago and company branding for their Platinum
customers, and would like the user interface in the portal to reflect that special design when a Platinum Calculator
customer is logged in. 

Which functionality should the Experience Cloud manager use to achieve this? 

A. Themes 

B. Templates 



C. CMS Connect a 

D. Branding Sets 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Cloud Kicks (CK) wants to organize content on its site so that users can easily search and brows for information. Which
three features should CK use to accomplish this goal? 

A. Navigational Topics 

B. Content Topics 

C. Content Graph 

D. Featured Topic 

E. Navigation Tree 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 8

Cloud Kicks (CK) wants to create a public site to recruit potential volunteers. Volunteenng events are stored in a custom
VolunteeringEvent object. 

How can CK give guest users access to a custom object? 

A. Through guest user roles 

B. Through guest user Sharing Sets 

C. Through guest user organization-wide defaults (OWD) 

D. Through guest user Sharing Rules 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

How can Sharing Sets be used to share records with Customer Community users? 

A. Create one Sharing Set and add the objects to share in the Sharing Set. 

B. Create one Sharing Set, select the `All Objects options for the Sharing Set, and add the Customer Community
profiles to the Sharing Set. 

C. Create one Sharing Set and use a Sharing Rule to share records with users in the Sharing Set. 



D. Create one Set per object and add the Customer Community profiles to each Sharing Set. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Cloud Kicks (CK) advises its diverse set of clients on how to use Experience Cloud. With new regulations taking effect,
many of CK\\'s clients want an easy and cost effective way to set up a site and gather their customers\\' communication
preferences. 

Mow should CK help compile these preferences? 

A. Create a Lightning Bolt solution that already includes all the preferences. 

B. Create a Lightning Bolt solution with a template and a login flow to gather the preferences. 

C. Use the standard Preferences Chatbot to gather the preferences. 

D. Build a Service Console to gather the preferences. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Northern trail Outfitters has created a microsite digital experience for its Gold-Level VIP customers. The digital
experience is not yet actives. The community manager would like to send welcome emails on a specific day, which
include a promotion for participating in the community. 

In which order should the community manager perform activation steps? 

A. Add available profiles and permission sets to the Admin Workspace, enable Contacts as community users, set
welcome emails to Enabled, and set the community to Active. 

B. Set the Community to Active, and available profiles and permission sets to the Admin Workspace, enable Contacts
as community users, and set welcome emails to Enabled. 

C. Publish the community, which will send out the welcome emails. 

D. Set the community to Active, and available profiles and permission sets to the Adman Workspace, and create a
process to send the welcome emails. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

universal Containers UC maintains multiple customer-facing sites, but only one profile for all customer users. Ho
customer has access to more than one site. 

Which two steps should the UC admin take to grant access to each customer? Choose 2 answers 

A. Select a permission set for a given site. 



B. Edit the applicable user profile. 

C. Create a permission set. 

D. Select the profile for a given site. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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